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MODERN TECHNIQUES TO MANAGE 
YOUR BUSINESS SUCCESSFULLY

Brought to you by:
EXCELLENCE EDGE INTERNATIONAL

How will Automation will 
transform how we work?

The changing work landscape calls for new perspectives and
responses to work and the organisation of work. At the same time,
Singapore should continue to hold steadfast to three principles:

• First, our ongoing strategy must be to keep the labour market 
flexible, tight, and responsive.

• Second, we must continue to pro-actively invest in skills upgrading, 
lifelong learning, and to facilitate employment efficiently and 
effectively.

• Third, we should not and cannot stop the rise of digital platforms 
and the “gig” economy, such as represented by platforms like Uber 
and Upwork.

Preparing for the Future of Work

Life-Long Learning for Sri Lanka

Lifelong learning is the backbone of the
learning policy in Sri Lanka. The Delors
lifelong learning framework provides an
excellent opportunity to rethink and
calibrate lifelong learning policy in Sri
Lanka.

The Delors four pillars can do at least two
things.

• Firstly, we can use them to examine the
scope of a lifelong learning policy to see
whether it is adequate to cover a range
of policy objectives. By examining the
content of the four pillars, we can also
reveal the nature (or the orientation) of
a particular lifelong learning policy.

• Secondly, we can use the four pillars, or
similar constructs, to measure the
progress of lifelong learning policy.

The Delors “Four Pillars” approach to lifelong learning

Create 
COP

Upskills
New Career 

pathway
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How close are we to making a fully human-like AI

Stage 1 – Machine Learning – It is a set of 
algorithms used by intelligent systems to 
learn from experience.

Stage 2 – Machine Intelligence – These are 
the advanced set of algorithms used by 
machines to learn from experience. Eg –
Deep Neural Networks.

Artificial Intelligence technology is currently 
at this stage.

Stage 3 – Machine Consciousness – It is self-
learning from experience without the need 
of external data

Stages of Artificial Intelligence
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ANI – Artificial Narrow Intelligence – It comprises of basic/role tasks such as those performed by 
chatbots, personal assistants like SIRI by Apple and Alexa by Amazon.

AGI – Artificial General Intelligence – Artificial General Intelligence comprises of human-level tasks 
such as performed by self-driving cars by Uber, Autopilot by Tesla. It involves continual learning by 
the machines.

ASI – Artificial Super Intelligence – Artificial Super Intelligence refers to intelligence way smarter 
than humans.

TYPES OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

DARPA Grand 
Challenge software 
can’t even learn to 
drive different car

Deep Blue can’t play 
a new game based 
on a description of 
the game rule

WHAT MAKES SYSTEM AI ENABLED

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NLP, AI, ML, DL & NN
AI or Artificial Intelligence – Building systems that can do 
intelligent things.

NLP or Natural Language Processing – Building systems that can 
understand language. It is a subset of Artificial Intelligence.

ML or Machine Learning – Building systems that can learn from 
experience. It is also a subset of Artificial Intelligence.

NN or Neural Network – Biologically inspired network of Artificial 
Neurons.

DL or Deep Learning – Building systems that use Deep Neural 
Network on a large set of data. It is a subset of Machine Learning.

DATA is the Basic Need
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Silos Exist everywhere

To create a system that Answers 
the question of whether a drink is  
Beer or Wine

Model 
Created via a process call Training

The goal of Training is to create a accurate 
model that answers our question

Model  = Beer

Data will be collected from a glasses of Win and Beer
Many aspects of drink to collect data on the amount of Form to the 
shape of the glass 
We just collect  2 simples Features
Color

Alcohol       13.5% Alc/volume

We can split the two type of drinks along these two factors alone

Step 1 – buy up a bunch of different drink
Get equipment to measures - Spectrometer  to test colour
Hydrometer to measure on Alcohol contents

Gathering the training data (Quantity vs Quality) = How good 
predictive model can be

Colour(nm) Alcohol % Beer or Wine

610 5 Beer

599 13 Wine

693 14 Wine

Data Preparation

Do Pertinent Visualisation of the data,  to 
see any relevant relationships between 
different variables or data imbalances 
Virtually we see is Beer

Second part is to evaluating the training 
model performance

The world’s most 
valuable resource is 

no longer oil, but 
DATA

RESTRICTED

What is Data Analytics?

BIG DATA
The graph represents a network of 3,654 Twitter users whose tweets in the requested range contained "(Artificial 
Intelligence) OR #AI", or who were replied to or mentioned in those tweets. The network was obtained from the 
NodeXL Graph Server on Thursday, 14 June 2018 at 02:12 UTC.

30

The 5 Common DA goals

1.Predict/Forecast
2.Identify/Classify
3.Visualize
4.Automate
5.Optimize

Data analytics (DA) is the process of examining data
sets in order to draw conclusions about the
information they contain, increasingly with the aid of
specialized systems and software.
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Data Analytics Goals 

What do you think is the Goal 
of analyzing this set of data?

1. Visualize
2. Forecast/Trend

What are the insights you gain 
from this analysis?

1. Tweets increase during 
electron years

2. Stop tweeting in 2017
3. Tweets heavily in daytime

32
Source : Infographic: https://www.vouchercloud.com/resources/everyday-big-data

Examples :
 Google searches
 Downloads 
 Movies
 Selfies
 Videos
 UBER traffic data
 NETFLIX preferences
 Internet Shopping habits

UBER
One of the Biggest transportation 
companies has no vehicles!

NETFLIX
One of the most popular movie 
sharing company has no physical 
cinemas nor DVDs!

33

Plural of Datum. Small but numerous facts about a real world 
system or phenomenon. Examples :
Timestamp, GPS coordinates, names, addresses, ID numbers, 
speed, acceleration, currency, date, time, weight , size , text, 
speech ,images.

1. Structured 
a. Objective facts and/or numbers
b. Clearly defined data types

2. Unstructured
a. Typically Qualitative data
b. No fixed forms, random
c. Difficult to measure

What is Data? What is Analytics?

NRIC
S1234567I

Salary
$1500.00

Credit Card Numbers
4410 2145 5466 9009

Food Menu
1. Burger
2. Fries
3. Fried Rice

Facebook comments
I love School!

WhatsApp Messages
Oi! Want to Tea break?

Images/Videos News articles

34

Analytics is the discovery, interpretation, and
communication of meaningful patterns in data;
and the process of applying those patterns
towards effective decision making.

Data analytics (DA) is the process of examining
data sets in order to draw conclusions about
the information they contain, increasingly with
the aid of specialized systems and software.

To gain actionable insights or correlations from
data and outcome

What is Data? What is Analytics?

Data Analytics Goals 

35

What do you think is the Goal of analysing this set 
of data?

1. Predict/Forecast/Trend
2. Visualize

What are the insights you gain from this analysis?
1. Max mid year : 0.5
2. Declining trend

36

RESTRICTED

Data Analytics Processes

1. Define Questions/Goals 
2. Set Measurement Priorities (What and how to measure)
3. Collect Data
4. Analyse Data
5. Interpret results

It is not what the data can do for you, but what do you want 
to know from the data

DA processes always begin with the 
problem/question/goal.
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What do you think is the Goal of analysing this set of data?
1. Visualize 
2. Identify/Classify
3. Optimize (e.g. deployment of standby tow trucks)

What are the insights you gain from this analysis?
1. Peak periods of accidents
2. Types of vehicles involved in accidents
3. Location

Data Analytics Goals 

38

What do you think is the Goal of analysing this set of data?
1. Identify/Classify
2. Automate

What are the insights you gain from this analysis?
1. Facial features to identity

Data Analytics Goals 

39

RESTRICTED

Goal of the system :
1. Citizen/Social profiling to ensure good 

behaviour
2. Law enforcement
3. Personnel tracking

Data Required :
1. Citizen Photos
2. Citizen personal information
3. Camera feeds
4. Location information
5. Interactions
6. Good/Bad Actions

How was the Data Collected :
1. Cameras 
2. Government Databases
3. Analytics algorithm 

Food for thought
What do you think about 
the system?

Are you ok if these systems 
get deployed in Singapore?

DATA Silos

DATA Quality impact AI…
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Global Data Regulations

Join our workshop to be a Data Analyst

Machine Learning: 
Supervised Learning

Machine Learning: 
Unsupervised Learning

The algorithms available for the unsupervised learning are
1. Clusters
2. Anomaly detection
3. Association discovery
4. Training Models
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• Suppose you had a basket and it is fulled with some different kinds of fruits, your 
task is to arrange them as groups.

• For understanding let me clear the names of the fruits in our basket.
• We have four types of fruits. They are: apple, banana, grape and cherry.

• You already learn from your previous work about the physical characters of fruits.
• So arranging  the same type of fruits at one place is easy now.
• Your previous work is called as training data in data mining.
• so you already learn the things from your train data, this is because of response variable.
• Response variable mean just a decision variable.
• You can observe response variable below (FRUIT NAME) 

• Suppose you have  taken an new fruit from the basket then you will see the size , color and shape 
of that particular fruit.

• If  size  is Big , color is Red , shape is rounded shape with a depression at the top, you will conform 
the fruit name as apple and you will put in apple group.

• Likewise for other fruits also.
• Job of groping fruits was done and happy ending.
• You can observe in the table that  a column was labeled as “FRUIT NAME” this is called as 

response variable.
• If you learn the thing before from training data and then applying that knowledge to the test data(for 

new fruit), This type of learning is called as Supervised Learning.
• Classification come under Supervised learning.

SUPERVISED LEARNING :

UNSUPERVISED LEARNING

• Suppose you had a basket and it is fulled with some different types fruits, your task is to arrange 
them as groups.

• This time you don’t know any thing about that fruits, honestly saying this is the first time you have 
seen them.

• so how will you arrange them.
• What will you do first???
• You will take a fruit and you will arrange them by considering physical character of that particular 

fruit. suppose you have considered color.
• Then you will arrange them on considering base condition as color.
• Then the groups will be some thing like this.
• RED COLOR GROUP: apples & cherry fruits.
• GREEN COLOR GROUP: bananas & grapes.
• so now you will take another physical character such as size .
• RED COLOR AND BIG SIZE: apple.
• RED COLOR AND SMALL SIZE: cherry fruits.
• GREEN COLOR AND BIG SIZE: bananas.
• GREEN COLOR AND SMALL SIZE: grapes.
• job done happy ending.
• Here you didn’t know learn any thing before ,means no train data and no response variable.
• This type of learning is know unsupervised learning.
• clustering comes under unsupervised learning.

RL, known as a semi-supervised learning model in machine learning, is a 
technique to allow an agent to take actions and interact with an environment 
so as to maximize the total rewards. RL is usually modeled as a Markov 
Decision Process (MDP).

Reinforcement Learning

Traffic Light Control

In the paper “Reinforcement learning-based multi-agent system for network traffic signal 
control”, researchers tried to design a traffic light controller to solve the congestion problem. 
Tested only on simulated environment though, their methods showed superior results than 
traditional methods and shed a light on the potential uses of multi-agent RL in designing 
traffic system.

Five agents were put in the five-intersection traffic 
network, with a RL agent at the central intersection to 
control traffic signalling. The state was defined as eight-
dimensional vector with each element representing the 
relative traffic flow of each lane. Eight choices were 
available to the agent, each representing a phase 
combination, and the reward function was defined as 
reduction in delay compared with previous time step. 
The authors used DQN to learn the Q value of the 
{state, action} pairs.
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Tempo

Intensity

FastRelaxed

Light

Soaring
Y

X

A

B

K-Nearest Neighbours Algorithm

Like
Dislike

Song A – Fast Tempo
Soaring Intensity

Song B – Medium Tempo
Medium Intensity

1,000,000

3 grams                7 grams               4 grams

Predict the currency of the coins

Weight = Feature

Currency = Label 

Supervised Learning

3 grams

= 1 Rupee Coin

Label associate with those Labeled

Unsupervised Learning

Cricket Data set of 
various player 
with respective 
score and  
Wickets taken

No Labelled Data

Reinforcement Learning

Negative 
Feedback 

CAT

DOG
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Top 5 Real-World Artificial Intelligence 

Cooking
Cooking is one of the best examples hitting the AI development chart. Since cooking just
requires knowledge of how a combination of different ingredients in different amounts can
make a dish yummy, AI technology seems to do wonders in the kitchen. Some revolutionary
products like Hello Egg – an AI-based meal planning and cooking gadget – can not only assist
you in finding and executing recipes but keep track on your eating habits to design healthy
meal plans. Since it’s true that some past experiments in integrating AI to design delicious
meals haven’t gone well, but inventions like IBM’s Chef Watson are just around the corner
to prepare your next tasty meal by means of cognitive cooking techniques.

Top 5 Real-World Artificial Intelligence 

Paying for Things
However terrible the “Pay with your Face” technology may seem, it could also save a lot of
time that people spend juggling between cards and passwords. AI advancements in Face
Recognition will soon be a quick and cheap feature to support millions of transactions that
happen every day. Along the lines, Machine Learning will teach the computer to recognize
the face. Companies like Wells Fargo are investing in Biometrics & AI and also making
financial transactions more Secure by incorporating Voice Payments – an advanced
biometrics’ analysis of a user’s voice.

Top 5 Real-World Artificial Intelligence 

Making Shopping a Breeze
Maybe not at optimum performance yet, but Amazon’s pursuit to make physical shopping
easier than Online Shopping, will soon become possible thanks to the A.I. Technology backing
it. Online shopping algorithms are so prevalent nowadays, but one extraordinary visual
discovery project from Pinterest could be the miracle for the retail & shopping industry.
Predicting customer behavior will stay mainstream, as everyone from Etsy to Amazon itself are
infusing AI to suggest the best products to their customers. The Technology is also helping
them with Inventory Management for product stock at Warehouses.

Top 5 Real-World Artificial Intelligence 

Active Scheduling
The most popular voice assistants like Google’s new “Assistant” & Siri have always helped you in
scheduling various appointments. But, with the rollout of advanced AI techniques, they have
now become capable of doing things beyond just remembering past appointments and
repeating them. Now, AI can read & understand your conversations to actively fetch the
scheduling information at your convenience. The recently held Google I/O Conference unveiled
Google Duplex that can understand the nuances of conversations. For example- If someone
needs a haircut appointment, AI-based Duplex can make a salon appointment on a specific day,
within the specific time slot and negotiate & decide between various available appointments,
for the best-suited one.

Top 5 Real-World Artificial Intelligence 

Sports Strategies
Designing strategy for a multi-player team sports is quite a difficult task for AI – said
Conventional Wisdom. With the advancements in the field of AI, designing all new strategies
for even the best-studied sports – comprising of infinite variability of human behavior and
ingenuity on the field– seems possible. The game has been broken down into chunks and
understood in its basic principles by machine learning algorithms. On top of that, the same
technique can be applied to other sports like basketball and hockey.
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What is Deep Learning?
Deep learning is a computer software that mimics the
network of neurons in a brain. It is a subset of machine
learning and is called deep learning because it makes use of
deep neural networks. The machine uses different layers to
learn from the data. The depth of the model is represented
by the number of layers in the model. Deep learning is the
new state of the art in term of AI. In deep learning, the
learning phase is done through a neural network. A neural
network is an architecture where the layers are stacked on
top of each other

Machine learning is the best tool so far to analyze, understand and identify a pattern in the data. One of the main
ideas behind machine learning is that the computer can be trained to automate tasks that would be exhaustive or
impossible for a human being. The clear breach from the traditional analysis is that machine learning can take
decisions with minimal human intervention.

Machine learning uses data to feed an algorithm that can understand the relationship between the 
input and the output. When the machine finished learning, it can predict the value or the class of 
new data point.
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Deep Learning Process

AI vs. Machine Learning

Artificial Intelligence is the broader concept of machine 
being able to carry out tasks in a way that we would 
consider “Smart”

Machine Learning is a current application of AI based 
around the idea that we should really just be able to give 
machine access to data and let them learn for themselves.
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10 ways deep learning is used in practice

Customer experience
Machine learning is already used by many businesses to enhance the customer 
experience. Just a couple of examples include online self-service solutions and to 
create reliable workflows. There are already deep-learning models being used for 
chatbots, and as deep learning continues to mature, we can expect this to be an 
area deep learning will be used for many businesses.

Translations
Although automatic machine translation isn’t new, deep learning is helping enhance 
automatic translation of text by using stacked networks of neural networks and 
allowing translations from images.

Machine Learning vs. Big Data

Workshop Offer
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Will Robots take over my job?

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-34066941
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The new age of 
agriculture –
Urban Vertical 
Farming

Crab farming in a vertical farm in the heart of the 
city. Raise crab in a vertically-stacked, A3-sized 
plastic container and sprinkled continually with 
water and feed them daily with a ground mixture of 
chicken liver and trash fish. 

Food Sharing 

The Growing Role of IoT in the Delivery Industry

People Power Pro Energy 2.0 to Enable Delivery of 
Intelligent Smart Home

Internet of Things (IoT)

#1 Smart House
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DIA is using AIRTAG’s AIRSHOP mobile
commerce platform, which enables retailers to
launch self-branded wallet apps with customized
functionalities. Unique to diadiscount are the
refrigerated lockers which allow customers to pick
up orders at their own leisure- without tacking on
any additional time, waiting for in-store or at home
order delivery.

Check soil composition and predict climate change, and 
IoT applications to detect diseases among herd 
members and track their location

#2 IoT Applications in Agriculture

#3 IoT for Industry

are sensors, programs, software systems, and big data 
analytics for futuristic designs and proper calculation

#4 Retail and IoT Applications Ideas

#5 Best IoT Applications in Healthcare

#6 Smart Cars

Singapore to use driverless
buses 'from 2022
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Food Science

1. Auto Detailer
Having your car cleaned is something that we all 
need to do. You can find auto detailing shops 
everywhere, and car dealerships usually have their 
own too. Although this isn't a unique business, you 
could put your own spin on it.

2. Dog Walker
This might seem like a more common business, but 
people appreciate you fitting into their schedule. 
Many dogs are home alone all day while their 
owners are at work. Visit homes during the day to 
walk and care for their pets while they're away. You 
can set up your appointments so that you have one 
right after the other that can amount to a full day's 
work.

3. Laundry Service
I see massive potential in operating a 
laundry service. Going to people's 
homes, picking up laundry, washing, 
drying, folding, and bringing it back is 
a service I'd be thrilled to have! I 
think many moms would agree. Plus 
there is a huge market for college 
students, many of whom live in a 
dorm or place with no laundry 
facilities. If you have transportation 
and a washer and dryer, this could 
be the right service business for you.

4. Grocery Shopper
Some grocery stores have this service, but many 
do not. Shopping for someone else is a wonderful 
service to offer. There are people who don't have 
transportation, who have mobility issues, or who 
simply don't have the time to shop for themselves.

Top Ten most creative business

5. House Cleaner
The housecleaning business has been around for a very
long time, so obviously, it's working! While it used to be
only the wealthy had housekeepers, nowadays you'll find
that it's a fairly common occurrence. People work hard and
are busy, and many would rather have fun during their
time off than spend it cleaning their house.

6. Gutter Cleaner
If you're okay with ladders, have a power washer, and 
know a thing or two about cleaning gutters, this could be 
the perfect service business for you. Start-up costs are 
minimal. In addition to insurance requirements, you need a 
few tools: A ladder, a power washer (or just use a hose), 
and a good pair of gloves.

7. House Painter
If you're okay with heights and have painting experience, 
you could turn being a house painter into a viable service 
business. You will likely need to hire employees for this 
one; if you plan to paint house exteriors, it's easier if there 
is more than one person.

8. Repair Person
Similar to painting houses, you 
will set your costs, and what you 
charge will depend on the scope 
of the repair project. But many 
people who do home repairs do 
work alone, and a crew isn't 
necessarily required for smaller 
jobs. Most of the time, you get 
paid by the project. You'll want to 
consider factors like how long 
the repairs will take and the cost 
of any materials needed.

9. Seamstress
Are you handy with a needle and thread? Then being a 
seamstress could be the business for you. The 
beautiful thing about this business is that you can work 
from the comfort of your home. You can either pick up 
items or have them dropped off right at your door.

10. Interior Decorator
This is one job I always thought would be fun, even 
though decorating doesn't come naturally to me in the 
sense that I go with the trends. I do love to shop, and I 
know what I like, and sometimes being a decorator is 
more about understanding what the client likes than 
about what is popular.

11. Personal Shopper
Similar to a grocery shopper, as a 
personal shopper you could buy 
anything a client needs from clothing to 
housewares. A favorite way to earn 
money as a personal shopper is to buy 
gifts for clients. Many people 
(especially men) have no idea what to 
get family members and friends for 
gifts. Plus many guys don't enjoy 
shopping or don't have the time. 
Choosing the right gift for that special 
someone based on the information the 
client gives you is worth paying for, for 
many people.

12. Professional Organizer
As more and more people are trying to declutter their 
homes and live a minimalist lifestyle, the need for 
professional organizers is on the rise. Professional 
organizers work in both home and office environments 
and help clients organize everything from workspaces 
to paperwork, to entire homes or offices.

13. Yard Maintenance
If you love working outside and don't mind yard 
work, you could start your own yard maintenance 
service business. Jobs can range from mowing and 
weeding to tree trimming and pruning. The amount 
of money you earn will depend on many factors 
including the size of the job, the tasks, and the 
location. There are start-up costs, but many people 
can get started with little more than a lawn mower 
and weed eater.

14. Companion for the Elderly
There are an incredible number of seniors who 
need help with daily living situations from 
housekeeping and cooking to personal grooming 
and companionship. And many families are willing 
to pay decent money for someone to provide those 
services to their aging loved one.

15. Virtual Assistant
A VA (virtual assistant) can do all
kinds of work for other business
owners. Everything from managing
email, internet research, blog
management, and more. You can
charge by the hour or by the project.
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3D Printing Technology

SMART HEALTH WATCH

The Rising Costs of 

Cybersecurity Breaches

#8 Smart City

#9 Supply Chain and IoT

A million years of evolution in two days: 

Darwin Vs. Robots

AUTOMATION IN THE WAREHOUSE – AGV
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Virtual and Augmented 
Reality Platforms

E-Learning Platforms -LMS

AlphaGo vs  Lee Sedol 
Intelligent systems  vs  Humans

AlphaGo won all but the fourth game

Google DeepMind Challenge Match

Siri vs Google Assistant vs 
Cortana vs Alexa: 
battle of the AI assistants

Automated Insights offers its 
Wordsmith A.I. platform to a 
number of big-name media 
companies, including Yahoo, 
and the casual reader may not 
even realize that a report 
wasn’t written by a human.
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Face recognition

It is expected that artificial intelligence in U.S. education will grow by 47.5% from 2017-
2021 according to the Artificial Intelligence Market in the US Education Sector report. 

Teacher and AI collaboration
AI can drive efficiency, personalization and streamline admin tasks to allow teachers the time and freedom to
provide understanding and adaptability

Differentiated and individualized learning
Adjusting learning based on an individual student’s particular needs and allow a level of differentiation that’s
impossible for teachers who have to manage 30 students in each class.

Universal access for all students
Make global classrooms available to all including those who speak different languages or who might have visual
or hearing impairments. AI can help break down silos between schools and between traditional grade levels.

Automate admin tasks
An educator spends a tremendous amount of time. AI can step in and make quick work out of these tasks
(grading homework and tests) while at the same time offering recommendations for how to close the gaps in
learning.

Skills That Won’t Be Replaced by Artificial Intelligence

Empathy . Creativity

Physical Skill

Technological Management

The future of work: How humans and machines 
are evolving to work together

1) Telemarketers
Likelihood: 99%

2) Bookkeeping clerks
Likelihood: 98%

3) Compensation and Benefits Managers
Likelihood: 96%

4) Receptionists
Likelihood: 96%

5) Couriers
Likelihood: 94%

6) Proofreaders
Likelihood: 84%

7) Computer Support Specialists
Likelihood: 65%

8) Market Research Analysts
Likelihood: 61%

9) Advertising Salespeople
Likelihood: 54%

10) Retail Salespeople
Likelihood: 92%

1) Human Resources Managers
Likelihood: 0.55%

2) Sales Managers
Likelihood: 1.3%

3) Marketing Managers
Likelihood: 1.4%

4) Public Relations Managers
Likelihood: 1.5%

5) Chief Executives
Likelihood: 1.5%

6) Event Planners
Likelihood: 3.7%

7) Writers
Likelihood: 3.8%

8) Software Developers
Likelihood: 4.2%

9) Editors
Likelihood: 5.5%

10) Graphic Designers
Likelihood: 8.2%

Most Likely to Be Safe (For Now)
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HOW AI MIGHT CREATE MORE WORK OPPORTUNITY

The world is changing, and three big shifts, in particular, will make their effects felt more 
clearly in the coming years. Many people may look at global events but do not really 
understand the impact it could have on us. Here we examine several challenges facing our 
economy, and more importantly, how we can all work to prepare and overcome these 
developments.

1. The first of these shifts is the continuing trade friction between the US and China, 
which is raising geopolitical uncertainty. As a small nation reliant on international trade, 
Singapore will feel any shockwaves significantly, and relatively quickly.

2. Protectionism is also trending up, with societies in many of the world’s most powerful 
nations starting to show declining support for globalisation. What is the impact on a 
small, open economy like Singapore that depends heavily on free trade?

3. On the bright side, the countries in the region are growing and brimming with 
opportunities – with the ASEAN economy projected to become the fourth largest in the 
world by 2030, with a rapidly growing middle class. 

The world is changing, and three big shifts
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Basic Coding programme

Edu Robot Kits
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• Technological advancements and changing social norms are significantly altering
the nature of work.

• Disruptive innovations have resulted in more jobs being displaced and more
frequent bouts of involuntary unemployment.

• Digital platforms have made the coordination of components of work more
seamless, timely, and convenient, thereby allowing work tasks to be unbundled.

• Such micro-jobs offer opportunities for workers to earn supplemental income, but
come with less job security.

• Employers that value operational flexibility may favour contingent workers and
reduce their core of permanent staff to optimise labour costs.

• Individuals are likely to experience more frequent career transitions across
companies, sectors, and even types of employment, as new job opportunities
emerge and existing jobs are redesigned. Workers will have to get accustomed to
the prospect of less permanent and more fluid work arrangements throughout life.

Millions of worker might lose their jobs to automation in the next decade. 
Hundreds of thousands of others could see their full-time positions replaced with 
short-term, temporary gigs

Gigs Economic

Conditions for 
Fostering Learning at 
the 

Workplace
(Adapted from Skule &
Reichborn, 2002)

The Future of Work is Learning
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The Inflection Point

Talent Shift in the 5th Era
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Bloom’s Taxonomy Approach 

Decision Marketing 

2X2 matrix is the BCG matrix

Persuasion negotiation and influence skills

Leadership People Management

Leadership People Management 
Programme Outlook 

Executive and Diploma in Leadership & People management
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Military Instructor course 

Crisis management

Programme Outlook

Introduction to Robotics

Course 
Outline

• Definition
• Types
• Uses
• History
• Key components
• Applications
• Future
• Robotics @ MPCRL

Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs)

Wellness and Therapist Franchise

ERP System 
Design and 
Training
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The 5 x 7 management factors

Team 
Common 

Goals

Leadership 
(capability)

Market 
Trend

(PESTEL)

Legal & 
Compliance
Systematic

Team’s 
Competent 
& Capability
(Execution)

Products' 
knowledge & 

Skills 
Competent

Reward 
system

War is a matter of vital important to the state. It concerns the lives and deaths of the people, and effects the survival or 
survival or demise of the state. It must be thoroughly studied.

E
X
E
C
U
T
IO
N

Quote from The Art of War 

• Professional Image - to create a healthy, professional and International image
• Retain top talent – to create new career pathway by upskilling and retrained under

blended learning , workplace learning, Internship and Workplace learning technical level)
curriculum.

• Standardisation the national skills framework - Design and develop a period of
systematic workplace competency-based training through classroom training, OJT and
Internship programme to acquire the core certificate and licencing.

• Prevent Job Hopping - All new workers and executive cum professional who go through
a proper certify curriculum training, workplace or OJT pathway to acquire certificate and
licence to work is needed to stay with the company or trained under the Approve Training
Center (ATC) for a certain period until they are acquire “Competence” and Licencing to
work.

• Upskills the existing therapy for career progression – (e.g. upgrade to Hair or beauty
Designer, professional, Trainer, Coach, Auditor, Entrepreneurship, Beauty Laboratory or
Doctor etc)

• National image – Create Central Assessment System to qualify all new job role and set a
period on 2 years to renew the licence. (e.g. Work Safety, Food hygiene, Tourism,
Wellness etc)

• Audit system – Create point system on each Sector to ensure Ethical, Legal and Safety
compliance.

• Community of Practice – Create national wide and international workshop to upgrade
and connect all members to the world’s best Professional & Designer and SME.

Objective for Upskills

WSQ Framework

Career pathway and upskills  Programme with 
Singapore ITE and WSQ 

ITE’s strong and mutually-beneficial industry partnerships have ensured its Industry-Based 
Training (IBT) schemes and programmes continue to be relevant and up-to-date in today’s 
rapid technological advancements and economic globalisation.

ITE Industry-
Based Training 
(IBT) schemes 
and programmes 

ITE: Institute Technical Education
WSQ : The Singapore Workforce Skills Qualifications (WSQ) is a national credential system that trains, develops, 
assesses and certifies skills and competencies


